Supplementary Figure 1 . Coverage analysis of CpGs from the MeDIP-Seq data using the MEDIPS package. The total number of CpG sites in the human genome was fractionised into pie charts according to the level of coverage. 7 fractions were used. <=0x in the upper red fraction: CpG sites that were not covered; 1-1x in the green fraction: CpG sites that were covered once; 2-2x in the blue fraction: CpG sites that were covered twice; 3-3x in the orange fraction: CpG sites covered three times; 4-4x in the brown fraction: CpG sites covered 4 times; 5-5x in the grey fraction: CpG sites covered 5 times; >5x in the lower red fraction: CpG sites covered more than 5 times. The first row is for the GBM cohort; the second row is for the GBM+VitC cohort; and the third row is for the GBM+5Aza cohort. Figure 3 . Annotations of the DMRs. DMRs were sub-grouped into exon (blue), intron (yellow), promoter (green), downstream regions (<= 3kb; pink), 3UTR (purple) and intragenic regions (dark green) based on their genomic locations. The percentages of each part were calculated based on the number of corresponding DMRs out of the total number of DMRs. The basal distribution for genomic elements, based on size, in the human genome is 1.5% for exons, 24% for introns and 75% for other intergenic regions (1). Figure 4 . The top enriched network of differentially expressed genes induced by VitC. A total of 32 molecules were identified to be associated with the functions of the cell cycle, cellular assembly and organization, and DNA replication, recombination, and repair. The network is presented in relation to its sub-cellular locations. The colour strength (from white to red) correlates with the fold-change in up-regulation of gene expression. Therefore, pink is indicative of up-regulation induced by VitC.
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